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ABSTRACT

Two different associative memory systems implemented by cryotrons

and cutpoint cells are presented. The cutpoint cellular associative memory

designed on the basis of stage delay analysis does not use any ladder struc-

ture, but employs a high-speed controlled shift register for the sequential

tagging of all matched memory words. Both systems are so mechanized that

their structures are simple and especially compatible wi.th the batch fab-

rication of integrated circuits. Moreover, both systems can perform or-

dered information retrieval following Lewis's sorting scheme, template-

matching pattern recognition based on the union-intersection concept and

nonbulk two-summand additions of signed binary numbers in the signed-2's-

complement number system. The basic operations of each system include

comparison, reading, writing, sensing and output-summing processes being

all performed on the basis of parallel-by-bit. During simultaneous com-

parison, a bit-position correspoading to all bit-memories of equal signi-

ficance can be masked out. In pattern recognition, each pattern class

is allowed to have deviations in size, style, orientation, etc. within

certain limits. Since each prestored template for a pattern class can

accommodate to a number of deviated input patterns belonging to the same

class, the storage capacity can be greatly saved. Because most input

patterns are recognized within first processing cycle and no patterns

require more than two comparison processes for their recognition, the

pattern recognition scheme is simple. The speed is very high because of

this simple scheme as well as the parallel processing capability of an

associative memory. The processing system for arithmetic operations con-

sists of an associative memory, right shift registers and Mealy type se-

quential machines. This system may have the advantage of reducing addi-

tion time by paying a limited price in the additional hardware relative

to the existing software approaches for arithmetic algorithms.

iii



2. A CRYOGENIC ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY SYSTEM

2.1. INTRODUCTION

1 )Among the existing associative memories, more than half of them has

been implemented by cryotrons because a cryotron circuit is able to in-

tegrate the storage and logic functions together so that the structure

of circuitry is simple and the internal power transfers can be held to

a minimum degree. Furthermore, cryotrons are very reliable and ex-

tremely small, consume little power, and can easily be used with other

circuit elements such as tunnel diodes (33].

The principal limitation on the use of cryogenic associative memory

"systems is their operating speed, which is usually slower than those im-

plemented by other circuit elements, such as magnetic corez and cutpoint

- cells. However, this can be improved by simplifying the system ocgani-

zation, reducing the number of stage delays in every process, and develop-

ing better batch-fabrication techniques in manufacturing the cryogenic

circuits [34]. Another disadvantage of a cryogenic system arises from

the fact that the whole cryogenic circuit can operate only under low

temperature (close to 3.5-k) and hence it must be stored in a liquid

helium regrigerator. Since the cost of cryotron circuits is relatively

low compared with other circuit elements, the expense of maintaining a

liquid helium refrigerator may be absorbed when the capacity of a cryo-

genic associative memory system is large. In current thinking, it is

reasonably expected that a future large-capacity high-speed associative

memory system will be made of both cryotrons and semiconductor devices.

Since most of the existing cryogenic associative memory systems

possesses the weakness of low operating speed and limited applications,

the purpose of this chapter is to introduce the logical structure of a

new cryogenic associative memory system which has the following advantages:

1). In ordered information retrieval, Lewin's sorting scheme [11]

which requires a smallest number of interrogating cycles and is independ-

ent of the number of bits per word is employed.

2). The sequential writing process and the nonordered information

* #retrieval can be performed automatically because a circuit for automatic

sequential dematching operation is employed. Manual parallel dematching

operation can be used for dematching all excessive empty words after

sequential writing.

4
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1. INTRODUCTION

The associative meaiory*, since its inception in 1956 [1], has mani-

fested considerable inteLrest and attention ill the field of computer and

information sciences and has been developcd in a variety of aspects

[1-30]. In contrast to tLe location or coordinate address as used in

a random access memory, this type of storage stores and retrieves in-

formation on the basis of content address. In other words, a word is

written into an associative mcmory without assigning an address and

selecting a location, and is retrieved froom the storage by simply

searching a part or all of the content of that word. Because the

housekeeping task inherent in a conventional memory system is reduced

to a considerable extent, the operating speed of an associative memory

system is increased and programming such a system is simplified. Since

words in an associative memory are identified and addressed by their

contents, an address decoder, an address reoister, and a selection

ir trix which are required in a conventional memory system are no longer

used. Thus, the cost of the required distributed logic circuits, inter-

rogating digit drivers, and some other necessary networks may be compen-

sated by ti,2se eliminated devices. Another important attribute of an

associative memory system arises from parallel processing capability

because most operations can be performed on the basis of parallel

manner. Therefore, a processor consisting of an associative memory

offers attractive and efficient solutions to some difficult program-

ming problems in a conventional digital computer, such as ordered

information retrieval or sorting [3,6,7,11,19], dynamic storage alloca-

tion [10,14,28,31], and possibly table loop-up [10], list processing

[10], etc. Moreover, pattern recognition [20,23,25,30], bulk pro-

cessing including arithmetic algorithms [14,16,26,27,30], logical op-

erations [12,14,17,25,26,29], and matrix inversion [27], and many other

functions [20-23] can be easily and efficiently performed by the use of

content addresses and parallel operations.

The associative memories and processors appeared in literature

have been organized in different ways and implemented by using various

*The associative memory is also called the catalog, data-addressed,

content-addressedor parallel-search memory.

1_
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Stypes of circuit elements, such as cryotrons [1-3,7-10, 19, 24), mag-

netic components [4,5,13,25,29), semiconductor devices r15,171, and

possibly plated wires r26], Although various associative memory sys-

tems have been proposed, many schemes of the early work seem to be

4 either too primitive or too complex to satisfy all the requirements

of an associative memory system and to accomplish many applications

by means of the same system.

In this thesis, we shall use cryotrons and cutpoint cells £32]

for designing two associative memory systems in distinct logical struc-

tures. Both systems are so organized that their structures are simple
and compatible with the batch fabrication of integrated circuits. Fur-

thermore, both systems can perform ordered information retripval follow-

ing Lewin's sorting method 11], pattern recognition and nonbulk two-

summand additions of signed binary numbers in the signee-2's-complement

number system. For each of our systems, the basic operations include

comparison, reading, writing, sensing and output-summing processes. The

comparison pr:ocess is performed by using an appropriate interrogating

word for parallel searching all the memory words. During comparison,

a bit-position corresponding to all bit-memories of equal significance

can be masked out. All the other processes are also performed on the

basis of parallel-by-bit. The sensing and the output-summing processes

are respectively used for ordered retrieval and pattern recognition.

In pattern recognition, each pattern class is allowed to have deviations

in size, style, orientation, etc. within certain limits. Because each

input pattern is processed with the prestored templates for all the

pattern classes simultaneously, the speed is very high. It is found

that most input patterns are recognized within first comparison process

and no patterns require more than two processing cycles for their recog-

nition. Since each template can accomodate to a number of deviated in-

put patterns belonging to the same class, the storage capacity can be
greatly saved. The proposed hardware approach of the nonbulk two--

summand additions may have the advantage of reducing the addition time

relative to the existing software approaches for arithmetic algorithms,

because of possible parallel operations.

In this thesis, chapters 2 and 3 contain respectively the cryogenic

and the cutpoint cellular associative memory systems. Chapter 4 presents
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the pattern recognition scheme by using an associative processor.

Chapter 5 describes the arithmetic operation. A selected biblio-

graphy showing the progress of associative memories and processors

in the past decade is included. 4
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43 5$ 3). The logical structure of the whole system is much simpler be-

cause multiple-controlled cryotrons are used and the operations of some

processes are automatic. Every bit-memory and every cryogenic selec-

tion and control -. rcuit for each word contain fewer cryotrons compared

with the existing systems on the basis of performing equivalent functions.

4). The variation of the circuit inductances for different tagged

words during reading and writing and the number of stage delays for each

process are both small. Hence, the time interval between the pulses for

automatic reading and writing can be reduced (because the time interval

has to be designed according to the word with the largest circuit induct-

ance), and the operating speed is consequently increased.

5). In contrast to the ordinary memory systems in which the inform-

ation bits are restricted to be "0" and "1", this memory may contain an

additional empty "e" besides "0" & "1". Since we may have "e" in an in-
*

terrogating word, the destructive reading procedure is simplified

It is noted that in ordered retrieval, "e" is allowed to appear only in

the equal significant bit-position of all the occupied words because "e"

is undefined as far as its magnitude is concerned; however, there is no

such restriction in non-ordered retrieval.

6). The reading process may be either destructive or nondestructive.

In this chapter, we shall firs, present the logical structure of the

cryogenic associative memory, and then describe the operations of each

process separately. The technical terms employed in the following sec-

tions can be found in Appendix I.

*In ordinary cryogenic associative memory, the interrogating word can
have only the "0" and 'T' bits. In order to search the empty words,the
interrogating word used is a word consisting of "0" only. There arc
two different ways to differentiate the 11011 and 111"; One is to use a
nonzero persistent current representing "'" and a zero persistent current
representing "0"; and the other is to use the two different directions of
the persistent current to differentiate "0" and "'". In the former case,
there is no way to distinguish an empty bit-memory and a memory occupied
by a "0" information bit, and hence ambiguity may arise. In the latter
case, during the destructive reading process, the information words
which have been read out are first erased, and then we have to write
the "0" bits in their bit-memories. Tf we can have "e" in the interro-
gating word, an empty word can merely bl a memory register in which
each bit-memory has zero persistent current. This eliminates the
writing step in the destructive reading process.



2.2. THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

The arrangement of the n bit-memories and a selection and control

circuit for each of the m memory words of the proposed cryogenic asso-

ciative memory system is shown in Fig. 1. The memory words are number-

ed from the top to the bottom. The logical structure of a typical mem-

ory word including a selection and control circuit and n bit-memories

is shown in Fig. 2. Since there are some differences in the connection

of the selection and control circuit for an odd-numbered word and an

even-nunbered word, the typical word i shown in Fig. 2 is assumed to be

odd-numbered. If the word i becomes even-numbered, the C and M lipes

should be the dotted lines marked as CM and MC shown in Fig. 2. Now

we describe each part of the memory system separately.

2.2a. Bit-Memories

As shown in Fig. 2, each bit-wemory consists of 5 cryotrons, .6

connecting terminals and one memory loop. The comparison, enable-mask,

read-sense, auxiliary sense, and write cryotrons in the bit-memory ij

are denoted by Cij EJ RJ , and j respectively. We also use these

symbols to represent the binary variables, each of which may be either
"0" or "I" indicating the corresponding cryotron-gate being in the re-

sistive or superconductive state respectively. From now on, if a symbol

is used as the label of a cryotron or a line containing cryotron-gates,

this symbol, when it appears in an equation, is also used as a binary

variable being either "0" or "I" indicating the corresponding cryotron-

gate or the corresponding line being resistive or superconduciive. If

a symbol is used as the label of a pulse type or d-c current, -his symbol,

when it appears in an equation, is also used as a binary variable being

either"O" or "'" indicating the corresponding current Laing respectively

smaller or larger than the critical current which keeps all the cryotron-

gates controlled by that current in the resistive state. It is noted

that the nonzero persistent current I circulating in every memory loop

should be larger than the critical current of Cij but smaller than the
critical currents of Sij and Rij. Furthermore, because of the arrange-

ment of the lines WSi and WRi, the mutual induced currents in every mem-

ory loop due to the multiple-controlled cryotrons Sij and R are cancelled,
iiij

and hence there is no unsatisfactory result caused by these induced

currents.
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In Figs.l and 2, we see that the controls of the enable-mask cryotrons

Elj through E are connected in series to form the enable-mask line EMI
1j mj

for the J-th bits of all the words. The read-sense line RSj and the aux-

iliary sense line S are formed in the similar manner by connecting the

gates of the read-sense cryotroas RIj through Rmj in series and S
through Smj in series respectively. Hence, we have the following equa-

tions:
Rs = r Rij' (i)

=S i=l

sj = • (2)
Sj i il Sij9 2

where j = 1,2,...,n, and the operation "multiplication" is the same as
Boolean product. In fact, in all the equations, the operations addition

and multiplication and the bar over a binary variable are the same as the

addition, multiplication and complementation of a binary variable in

"Boolean algebra respectively. Let I RSJ be the current in the read-sense

line RSj and ISj in the auxiliary sense line Si, and V RSJ be the voltage

across RSj and VSj across S . Then,. RSJ and VSj can be expressed by the

following equations:

VRSJ = j RSJI~j 3

V Sj = 1j~j (4)

for j = 1,2,...,n. The line which connects all the memory loops in the

J-th bit-column forms the write-interrogate line WIj which can be excited

by the current pulse IWIj during the interrogating or writing period.

The magnitude of I should be twice of the persistent current I for theWi;1 P
bit of "0" or "1", and zero for "e". The positive (upward) or negative (down-

ward) pulse of I corresponds to the bit "1" or "0" respectively.
WIl

This convention is shown in Table 1.

2.2b. Word Selection and Control Circuits

For each word, there is a selection and control circuit in addition

to the n identical bit-memories. This circuit for each word consists of

8 cryotrons and their associated lines as shown in Fig. 2. The comple-

mentary pair of the sequencing cryotrons Qi and Qi is used to tag the

i-th word for performing the subsequent sensing, reading or writing

process if word i is matched by a comparison process. Their gate-states

K ,,,II--i ••' ' ......- "'
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Table 1.

Designations of the Writing, the Interrogating

and the Stored Information Bits

Bit W. iting bit Interrogating bit Stored information
bit

IWIj •Wj Ij EKJ
(of either
polarity) -

0 -21 (downward) -21 (downward) 1 Clockwisc I

1 +21 (upward) +21 (upward) I Counterclockwise I
p p p

e Zero pulse Zero pulse 1 Zero I
' _p

0 Does not exist Zero pulse 0 Does not exist

10
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and that of the match-indication cryotron Mi are controlled by the com-

parison current I in the comparison line CM. The cryotrons S
CM -crorn Bi I WBi

and RBi, which are called the sense-inhibit, write-inhibit, and read-

inhibit cryotrons are used respectively for the inhibition of the sensing,

writing, and reading circuits of the i-th word. The controls of the sense-

inhibit cryotrons SBl through SB are connected in series to form the sense-

inhibit line SB' which is excited by the current ISB in SB of either polarity

during the sense-inhibition. The write-inhibit line WB and the read-inhibit

line % are formed and function in the similar manner. Furthermore, the

cryotron-gates satisfy the following conditions:

S R = 0
Bi Bi
S W =0
Bi Bi(5 (5)

and. I~iWBi =0

and SBi iWBi o0

for i = 1,2,...,m. The cryotron Csi in the bypass branch CBi of the word-

comparison line WCi of word i is called the comparison-set cryotron. The

controls of C through C are connected in series to form the comparison-
Sl Sm

set line CS. The cryotron Di, called the dematching cryotron of word i has

a double-control and is used to dematch the selected i-th word. One of the

controls of D. connected between the terminal WR and the common terminal of

the gates of WBi and Ri is used for performing the automatic dematching

operation. The other controls of Dlthrough D are connected in series to
m

form the dematching line D, which is used for performing the manual de-

matching operation.

2.2c. Word-Write-Read-Sense Circuit

The word-sense circuit of word i is the circuit between the terminals

WRi and WRi+I, which consists of two parallel branches: One is the word-

sense line W containing the gates of the cryotrons Q and S and the
Sis Bi

controls of the cryotrons Ril through Rin and S l through S in, and the

other is the gate circuit of the cryotron Qi" The state of the i-th-word-

sense circuit W is given by the equation
Sci

Wsci Q + Si (6)

for i 1,2,...m, provided that (5) is satisfied.

-liI i l * ] * " • -- - - -
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The word-write-read circuit of word i starts from the terminal WR

to the terminal WR . It includes the gate of the cryotron QiP the par-
0m

allel connection of the word-write line WWi and the word-read line WRi,
and one of the controls of Di. The word-write line W is the series

i* Wi
connection of the controls of W through Win and the cryotron-gates WBi

and Q i The word-read line WRi consists of the cryotron-gates RBi and

Qi and the part of the word-sense line WSi which is the series connection
1m

of the controls of R through Rin and Sil through S. shown in Fig. 2. The

function 1WRi of the word-write-read circuit between the terminals WR0

and WRi can be expressed logically as follows:

WWRi = (Qi + SBi) (WBi + RBi), (7)

for i =,2,...,m.

Figs.3 and 4, in which the shaded or unshaded circle represents

respectively the resistive or superconductive state of a cryotron-gate,

show how the write-read-sense current IWRS will flow in the superconductive

word-write-read-sense circuit for the first matched word and a mismatched

word respectively. In each case, all the three possible operations are

illustrated. It is seen that there is one and only one superconductive

path for IWRS passing through each word under all the circumstances. It

follows from (5) and (7) thatW Q
WWRi QiSBi (8)

for i = 1,2,...,m. Because (6) and (8) are exactly complementary to each

other and all the word-write-read-sense circuits are connected as shown in

Fig. 1, the transmission function f between the terminals WR and WR and

between WR and WRm+ are giventt b he following equations:

m f

f E WSCi EI QiSBi (9)

0i1. i=1. iB

Mm
=• 1 W lE(Q+S ) (10)

fm+l i=l SCi i= i 4i

The above two equations which are complementary to each other can be ex-

pressed in terms of the currents ISB and ICBi passing through the sense-

inhibit line S and the bypass branch C of the i-th word comparison line
B Bi

W . as follows: I
Ci

d i~im qimmlm

, , ,mm,,m I '. mlm m mrmlmmlm I ( Pi iiii' -



WR~ I~ 1 1~.,.~

Qi~

Wsi -TR

WRj1  WBI

IIRj

WRi 1 R

- - RS1  RI'31
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Fig. 3. The states of the cryotron-gates and the flow of the current pulse

1WR in the superconductive path of the word-write-read-sense
circuit of the first matched word i, when the. circuit (a) Wi
(b)W or Wc W .is selected.
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Fig. 4. The states of the cryotron-gates and the flow of the current pulse

I Sin the superconductive path of the word-write-read-sense circuit

oYRa mismatched word labelled with a smaller number than that of the
S [ ~ ~first matchcd word when the 14circuit (a) W~i (b)Wi or (c) Wi is selected,
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Sf =E C~ +--S)

• 1 MC~i (12)

2.2d. Comparison Circuit
The comparison circuit consists of m word-comparison circuits. The

word-comparison circuit of word i is the parellel connection of the word-

comparison line WCi and its bypass CBi as shown in Fig. 2, and its logic
S~equation is given by

i (C Eij) + (13)
i S=1s

for i = 1,2,...,m. This equation can be expressed in terms of the currents

controlling the cryotrons in the word-comparison circuit as follows:

WCui = II[ (I + I_ ) + , (14)
C D WRS Cii fLMj CS

where ICij is the net current passing through the control of Ci., which is

the algebraic sum of IWij/2 due to the current pulse IWIj applied to WIj

and the persistent current I in the bit-memory ij. It is noted that due
p

to the convention of I and I for the information bit vie have defined
p WIJ

in Table 1, the cryotron-gate C,. is in the superconductive state if theiJ
stored information I in the bit-memory ij and the interrogating informa-p
tion IWIj are matched and resistive otherwise. We know the current in the

control of C due to the interrogating current source in the j-th columnij
.s I j/2 because the two sides of the memory loop between the connections

of the write-interrogate line WIj have the same inductance when the cryo-

tron-gate W. is super,'onductive.
2.

The comparison circuit is the series connection of the m word-compari-

son circuits WCM1 through 1CMSin Its logic equation CM is given by

m [_DW_ n (i +-
CC 1 DIRS (I C IcMj) + c . (15)

j=l C

2.2e. Match-Indication and Memory-Clear Circuit

The match-indication line M1 is the series connection of the cryotron-

gates MII through 1,m as shown in Fig. 1. The match-indication voltage

V1 I across the line MI is equal to mnRI , where u) is the number of

matched words, I MI is the constant current applied to the "I line, and

PIK is the resistance of a match-indication cryotron-gate Mi when it is

in the resistive state.
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The memory-clear line MC is the series connection of one of theCl
controls of all the write cryotron Wij in the memory as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

2.3. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

2.3a. Comparison Process

The comparison process is required to select memory words for reading,

writing or sensing process. We shall describe various comparison techni-

ques due to different interrogating words, and the procedure for comparison

in this section.

When the interrogating word consists of only Lhe dontt-care bits "0",

the comparison process is called the masked comparison. It may be employed

during the initial interrogating cycle of the ordered retrieval. We shall

see that by this process all the descriptors "0", "i" or "e" of the matched

words can be identified respectively by the "sense 0", "sense l"or "sense Y"

at the double-sense line R. and S.When the interrogating word consistsSi
of "0", "I" and "e" but no "Olt, the process is called the enabled comparison.

This method is used when a particular record is co be retrieved from a large

file stored in the memory system. The comparisan result is indicated by

either "matching" or "mismatching". When tLe interrogating word consists

of "0", "i", "e" and "0", the process is called the enabled-masked compari-

son. In fact, a bit column containing all equal significant bits of the

memory words is said to be masked out during a comparison process if the

corresponding interrogating digit for the comparison process is "0". This

method is usually employed in most comparison processes. It is notcd that

the "e" in the interrogating word for ordered retrieval is not used because

"e" is restricted to be a descriptor and it is interrogated by a "0 ".

The comparison process starts with applying a current pulse Its to

the comparison-set line CS. Then, all the cryotron-gates C through

C become temporarily resistive, and the d-c comparison current i is
Sm C

compelled to flow or remains flowing through the word-comparison lines

l through WCm because at this time there are no currents applied to the

enable-mask lines EM, through EMn. The memory words are then interrogated

by the current pulses IWIl through IWIn with magnitudes and directions

being determined by the interrogating word as defined in Table 1. It is

seen that the cryotron-gate Cij will change to the resistive state when-

ever the net control current I of Ci, reaches 1 /2. After all the

necessary state-transitions are completed, the enable-mask current I is

n~~1
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applied to each enable-mask line E~j according to the corresponding

4I interrogating digit. It follows from the current conventions we have

chosen that there is at least one pair of the cryotron-gates Ci and

E nn being both resistive if and only if the i-th word is not matched.

In this case, I~ is switched to the bypass branch of Wiand the

gates of adMbecome superconductive. On the other hand, if the11i-th word is matched, W remains superconductive and I~ is kept flowing

C =M

through WC, and consequently the gates acor and to remain resistive.

Therefore, the voltage across the gate of M being cionzero or zero in-

dicates whether the i-th word is matched or mismatched. After all the

pulses I and I vanish, the comparison process terminates and the
WIJ EHj

d-c comparison current I cmhas established its distribution to onrol

the gate-states of QIthrough % and QI through Q, which sclects all the

matched words for subsequent writing, reading or sensing operation.

The time sequences shown it . the left part of Fig. 5 illustrate the

comparison process for selecting the empty words (assume the i-th word

is empty). In Fig. 5, the switching time of a cryotron is denoted by

T with the label of the cryotron as its subscript.

2.3b. Writing Process

The process of storing information into an associative memory is

called writing. To do writing, we first have to find all the empty words,

each of which consists of only the empty "e". This can be accomplished

by an enabled comparison with a string of "e" as the interrogating word.

If there are no empty words, we can clear the occupied words by exciting

the memory clear line M

After locating the empty words, the writing circuit is selected by

exciting the sense-inhibit line S Band the read-inhibit line r and leaving

only the write-inhibit line WB unexcited. The situation for the first

matched word and a mismatched word are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) res-

pectively. The information to be stored is written in by applying the

current pulses IWIl through IwIn to the write-interrogate lines WII

through W according to the convention shown in Table 1. At the same
Intime a current pulse I., whose source is turned on by the match-indica-

tion voltage VMI, is fed to the terminal WR The cryotron-gates Wil

through W in the first matched empty word i become temporarily resis-

(I z
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Fig. 5. Time sequences for comparison and writing processes.
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tive and hence each of the current pulses passesScrrntpuse Wil thouhIln se

through the right branch of each memory loop. When WI through Win
become superconductive again IW•1 through In 7anish and the appro-

priate persistent currents in word i are established. The newly

occupied word i is automatically dematched after the dematching cryo-

tron D is changed from superconductive state to resistive state byIi
I I • The writing procedure is then repeated for the next matched

empty word. The process terminates after all the new information has

been written in or after all the matched empty words are occupied. In

the former case, the dematching line D may be excited at the instant of

completing the writing of new information; and in the latter case, the

match-indication voltage VMI is reduced to zero, and the IWRS source is

turned off. It is noted that the switching time TD of Di must be greater
than TW of Wij in order to complete the writing procedure before the word

i is dematched. In fact, it will be seen later that TD also should be great-

er than T and T$. The time sequences shown in the right-hand part of

Fig. 5 illustrate the writing procedure in which a bit "1" is written

in the matched empty bit-memory ij.

2.3c. Non-Ordered Retrieval
To do non-ordered retrieval, an enabled-masked comparison is first

performed to match all the desired words to be retrieved from the memory

system. This is done by using the common identifier of all the desired

words to be retrieved as the enabled part of the interrogating word.

Then, the word-read circuit is selected by exciting the write-inhibit line

W and the sense-inhibit line S and leaving only the read-inhibit line R
B BB

unexcited. The situations for various words are shown in Figs. 3(b) and

4(b). Then applying the current pulse IWRS to the terminal WR1 and d-c

currents to all the double-sense lines R1 through RSn and S1 through Sn,

the first matched word i is read out by measuring the voltages across

all the double-sense lines. It follows from the convention defined in
Table 2 that the values (0,1), (1,0) and (0,0) of the voltage pair (VRSj,

V5 ) appearing in the double-sense line R and S clring the non-ordered

reading process correspond to "0", "1" and "e" respectively. We can see
that only VRSJ needs to be measured if each bit-memory in the tagged word

contains either "0" or "1". The word i is automatically dematched after

the dematching cryotron D. is changed from superconductive state to
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Table 2.

Sensing Results of Cryogenic Associative Memory

Type of Sensing voltages Lewin's assignment Our assignment
sense .... IsVRns V Contents of J-th bit- Contents of j-th

RSi Si memories in tagged words bit-memories in

__,_Jtagged words

0 0 1 0 0; or 0 and e

1 1 0 1 ; or 1 ande

X 1 1 0 and 1 0 and 1; or
0, 1 and e

Y 0 0 No words are matched e

""t

A + I20

S.....
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f resistive state by the first current pulse IWRS, and the next current

pulse IWRS will go to the next matched word. Thus, all the matched words

are read out sequentially according to the ascending order of the matched-

word-position numbers. After all the matched words are read out, the match-

indication voltage V 11 is reduced to zero which turns off IWRS and the d-c

currents to RSl through RSn and SI through S , and the reading process

ends.

It is noted that the above reading process is non-destructive. For

destructive reading, the procedure is to excite the sense-inhibit line

SB and the read-inhibit line RB and leaving the write-inhibit line WB un-

excited. When the current pulse I is applied to the terminal WRi the
WRS

voltage appearing on W is zero or a non-zero pulse of either polarity

according to whether the information in the j-th bit-memory of the first
matched word i is 'tell 110"1or 'T' respectively. The polarity of a non-

zero voltage pulse on WIj representing "0" or 'T" Lan easily be deter-

mined by the convention of the persistent current we have used. It is

noted that when I passes through W ., the persistent current in every

bit-memory of word i is reduced to zero because every cryotron-gate W.ij

in word i becomes :esistive. Same as the non-destructive reading process,

the i-th word is dematched as soon as the dematching cryotron D. is

changed from superconductive state to resistive state by I , and the

next pulse IWRS will go to the next matched word. The method of using

the word-write line WWi for destructive reading is first employed by

Ahrons [191.

2.3d. Ordered Retrieval

For ordered retrieval, a sorting scheme is required to read out all

the desired words sequentially in an ascending (or descending) order of

the magnitudes of their binary equivalent values after all the desired

words are matched by a comparison process. The sorting scheme used in

this system is described in the flow chart shown in Fig. 6, which is the

same as Lewin's method [11], except that the sensing results are inter-

preted differently in order to include the possibility of the appearance

of "e" in the desired word contents.

Before we discuss the details of ordered retrieval in our system,

let us consider another process, namely the sensing process, which is

required in ordered retrieval. This process is used to generate the

,MI N~
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sensing result which indicates the contents of all the matched words of
I • a given compari~son process. This process can be described as follows:

After a given comparison process, the word-sense circuit is selected by

exciting the read-inhibit line RB and the write-inhibit line WB and

leaving only the sense-inhibit line SB unexcited. The situations for the

Ist matched word and a mismatched word are shown in Figs. 3(c) and
i 4(c) respectively. Then, the current pulse IWR is applied to the

terminal WR and d-currents to all the double-sense lines R through

RSn and S1 through S n The voltage pair (VRSj,VSJ) across the double-

sense line RSj and S may have four different values, whose correspond-

Sbit contents are shown in Table 2. Lewin's assignment for these

values is also listed in order to compare the one used in our system.

It is seen that the possibility of "e" appearing in the contents of

matched occupied words is included in our assignment. The sensing

- Aprocess terminates when the current pulses I and those in all theWR S
double-sense lines vanish.

The sorting scheme for ordered retrieval shown in Fig. 6 consists

of 2 ,w-1 interrogating cycles for to matched occupied words. Each interro-

gating cycle consists of a comparison process and a sensing process.

The first interrogating cycle starts with the comparison process to match

all the desired words to be retrieved in the memory system. In this com-

parison process, the interrogating word must contain some "0" in its bits

and all others are either "0" or "I". Each initial interrogating digit

d which is not "0" must be a common identifier digit of all matched

words, and hence it has no effect on the ordered retrieval. Therefore,

we only consider those bit-positions which are "0" in the interrogating

word. After each comparison process,we apply a sensing process to ob-

tain the sensing results Z1 through Zn for all bit-columns which are

interpreted according to Table 2. Because "e" must be a descriptor in

ordered retrieval, ambiguity arises only when "A" appears in the sensing

result. If we want to retrieve all the desired words in the ascending

order of the magnitudes of the binary values of their word contents, "0"

is changed to "0" starting from the left to the right until no "X" appear

in the sensing result. At this stage, the word with the minimum magnitude

of word content is matched. After the matched word is read out, the same

digits are changed from "0"-f+"",-01 "0",-9. tr ",-l"I" in the interrogating

f it

SPaul
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words for the subsequent interrogating cycles, starting from the right

to the left. This procedure is expressed in the flow chart shown in

Fig. 6, and an example is given in Table 3 which retrieves out all the

stored words. If we want to retrieve all desired words in the descending

order of the magnitudes of the binary values of their word contents, the

procedure is the same except that "0" is first changed to "1", and then
11" 11- "0",1101 "¢", -1 "1 i "-10 1 "11P1011.

It is noted that the reading process used in the ordered retrieval

may be non-destructive or destructive. Their operations are the same

as in the non-ordered retrieval case.
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Table 3.

An Illustrating Example for Ordered-Retrieval

Interro- Interrogating Word Sensing result Matched Word content
gating occupied being
cycle d4d321d ZdZ4 Z3 Z2ZI words retrieved

1 0 000 XX Y 1 1,2,3,4

2 00 000 XY 1 1,3

3 0 000 000YI I 00 0e

4 00100 0 0 Y 1 3 001 e 1

5 1 0 0 0 0 0xY 1 2,4

6 1 000 IOY 1 2 100e I

7 1010 0 0 IY 1 4 I01 el

25
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3. A CUTPOINT CELLULAR ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY SYSTEM

3. 1. INURODUCTION

In this chapter, we propose an associative memory implemented by

the cutpoint cellular logic. The cutpoint cellular logic which was first

considered by Minnick(32] consists of the cutpoint cells with various

output functions. These cells are especially compatible with the batch

fabrication of integr ed circuits, and possess the advantages of high

speed, low cost, small size and good reliability.

The proposed associative memory consisting of m n-bit words is also

word-organized, and each bit-memory provides a pair of complementary

outputs which satisfy the basic requirement for the ordered retrieval

based on Lewin's scheme [11]. The selection of the memory words for

reading or writing is performed by a simultaneous comparison and a tag

operation. The tag of the matched words can be performed on the basis

of either serial-by-word or parrallel-by-word. The serial-by-word

tagging is accomplished by using a controlled shift register. The dematch-

ing of the tagged word is completely automatic, The memory sequential

control system does not t.; e any ladder structure which is commonly em-

ployed in previous associative memory systems, and hence the operating

speed is largely increased. The readout of stored information is non-

destructive. The stage delays for various operations are given, and may

be utilized to estimate the speed of the associative memory. In the

following sections, the logical str;cture and each operational procedure

will be described separately. The derivations of several stage delays

and the time interval for the shift or writing pulses can be found in

Appendix II.

3.2. CUTPOINT CELLS

Before presenting our proposed cutpoint cellula•i associative memory,

we first describe the cutpoint cells (32], which are the basic elements

used in our memory. Each cutpoint cell is designated by an index k and

has two inputs x and y and two outputs x and z as shown in Fig. 7. The

relations between the output z and the index k are listed in Table 4.

It is noted that when k=13, the cutpoint cell performs as a set-reset

flip-flop. Thus, we may take another lead from the cell, which has the

output z, where z is the complement of z. It will be seen that this

additional output terminal for a cutpoint cell of index 13 will help

26
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Indies nd utpt FnctonsTablc 4.

Indies nd utpt Fnctonsof M~innick's Cutpcint Cells (32]

I---: -

Indexk Output 7 Output z Operation j tg ea k
Ta1lNone 10 T!

1y Complementer T

2x-y "NAND

3 y NOR T

4 x+y OR4

- Ty5Inhibitor T-

6 xOy Exclusive-or T6

T

7 0 7

* 13 1 (0) 0 (I) Set (x)-reset (y) T13flip-flop 13

il
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simplify the logical organi::ation of our mcnmory. In Table 4, wev also

list the stage delays Tk for the outputs of cutpoint cells viith variousI indices. They will be used to estimate the operating speed of our
associative memory.

3.3. THe LOGICAL STRUCTURE

The block diagrmn of the proposed cutpoint cel)u3ar associative

memory is shown in Fig. 8. The bit-memories are crgan.-...d in thc u:,i

manner. Each word, except the first one, of the memory contains n

identical bit-memories, one match-tag network, and one sequential

control network. The structure of the first word is the same as

others (xcopt that it has no sciuential control network. The in bit-

memories of equal significance have a conmian pair of output networks.

3.3a. Blit-,c'iories

As shown in Fig. 9, the bit-me.i,-ory ij belonging to the j-th

significant digit of the i-th word consists of nine cutpoint cells.

The input, interrogating, and (*nabling-masking lines for all in bit-

memories lj thro.gh mj are the vertical lines X., Y. and E. respectively..1 J J
The double-sense lines are labeled by their output functions 1\4iZij and

',i'ij , where I V i is the word-match variable for the i-th word and Z

and Z . are the output variable; for the wri ting flip-flop whi.ch is a

cutpoint cell of index 13.

The circuit for writing contains mainly a set-reset flip-flop. The

logic functions for setting W and clearing W the writing flip-flop are
s 5

obviously the following:

Ws = J'j (16)

Wc ij" (17)

The circuit for comparison has the output function MBij which is

the complz*m.:ent of thc bit-match variable ij' it follows from Fig. 9

and Table 4, that 1! is given by the equation
B ij

ij= E.(Yj zi) (18)

0,hr.,' 0 is thr" e'c-lu sivc--or o',r;,Ltion. The m j-tih bi1-memories being

enablid or ma':1 e-! ,ldpend upon whnthr tne binary variable E.-O or E.=1

respecLivey. The binary vgrille Y. is callei thic iitC'rj v r'ahl_,
which, co- 5inu wit-h . is e.'.pl, ey(d to det ( .11inc the three pos. oilitie. "0"'

SCw
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"I1' and for anl initerrogating di L t . Thisi si tuation~ is showii in~ 3

Tabl1e 5.

The circuit- for reading cant ni s two idenitical cutpoiiut cellis of

index 5. One of these cells has thei' oupu 1LZandth other has

the output N. Lz i.. Whten thle i-th word is tagged, Mliy=1 and consequently,

these two output s arc complementary to each other. Wenl tile i -th word

Is not tagged, M .=~O and then both outputs are! zero.

3. 3b . M-atch-Tvit 14etworks

Thle match-tag network of the i-th word is sho%:'i in lig,. 9. it

per forrs tic following functions:

1) It is used as a matched-word1-iiidicator, for word i is iatchiced

t is employed to set the flip-flop in th( sequcintial conkrol.

* ~~netwoi ýf the first matched w~ord i so thait I l. This is acnlsuc

whlen 11!, jl under the, condi tions that 11. ~i aidhf

3) Thle firsL niatched word i is tagged when 'MI-.l and, I :=:.

4) Tile tagvcd word i is auto'nat i cally de' iztclicd after M'~ chantes

f from I to 0.

It (ollow~s from, Fig. 9, tha-t 1 is given by tile eqi-otion

n
bL1  i [I, +(Y. (D. X ) (19)

The logic functions for setting 1; arid clearitig M- the tag flip-flop

-ire obviously the following:

M- = i (20)

M~ C I~ + B. (2])

Thle bit-mvitch circuit of the i-th word is shown ii, Fig. 10. If

thle unx imum 1 lowable fa-nof ach1l ciitpoi nt cell ýs two ,, this netw:ork

can bce synthe-sized in a t ree-type s trucLtuce consisting oif only toe cut-

point cells of ind~ey 4 as sl'iin Fi(,g. 10(b). Thc stageC delay of this.

tree-type circuit impl e-nonct c'd by n suchi ccl Is is, propor t llana to L lof 2 n]

~i rh) df-rt-t the sniIcLi ut ec-1r be~ingi not s; 'al I cr th1In ], - 2 n.

3. 3c . O)~i,~' "(-t \~iZ5

The in.b -~ .~rie of eculm sign ,-i fi Co ice .v a P,-' r or Cd iift ~ ~~~~oiitput ncLx.,r1:'p:ssdi-tmfs oLi n tv .,isw-'do'd p
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Table 5.

Interrogating Digits for Bit-Memories of Equal Significance

Ej Yj Interrogating digit Remark I

0 0 0 Enabled comparison

0 I 1

1 0 Masked comparison

1 1 3

)!
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m
Zja E WkZkj, (22)

m

z jb- kZkj. (23)
k=l

3.3d. Controlled Shift Register

The controlled shift register consists of m-I sequential control

networks for words 2 through m as shown in Fig. 8. The logical structure

of each sequential control network is shown in Fig. 11. It is noted that

there is a switch with two positions V'" and "R". The switch is normally

turned to position "W4", and only during the sensing or output-summing

process, it is turned to position "R".

After the control current I for the first word is on, the controlled

shift register is used for turning on the control currents 12 through

I at the appropriate moment in order to satisfy the requirements of the.m
serial-by-word tagging of all matched words. Each matched word i is

tagged when li=l. The controlled shift register is also used for turning

off the control currents in order to dematch all the tagged words.

The controlled shift register is essentially a high speed shift

register associated with other control circuits. As shown in Fig. 11,

each sequential control network has three inputs Mi~i,HiBi and

two outputs Ii and Hi. The logic function for the output current Ii is

given by the following equations:

Ii (24)

The symbol T'I corresponding to the output terminal z of a set-reset

flip-flop is the output of the flip-flop (the cutpoint cell of index 13).

This flip-flop is set or cleared by I' or I' which are given below:
s c

I = Hi- 1 Mg.i (25)

V = H - (26)

c i-i i-l*

Furthermore, the shift pulse Hi has the following recursive property:

Hi H
£ i-lMBi

Hi-2M(i-I)MBi

HMB 2MB3. ... MB(i-I)MBi(

This recursive property is essential for serial-by-word tag process.



From (i1)th
Sequential Control Network

From R
(1-Ulh Word 5
Match-tag
Network 2

5

To i-th Word
Match-tag 4
Notwork

From i-th Word To (i~l)th
Motch-tog Network Sequential Control Network

Fig. 11.* The ith 5equential control network of controlled
'I shift register.
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3.4. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

3.4a. Comparison and Tap Processes

The comparison is a simultaneous or parallel-by-word and parallel-

by-bit process. A memory word which is matched or mismatched to an

interrogating word is indicated by MBil or Ni=0 respectively.

The comparison process starts with applying the interrogating word

to the associative memory. The tag operation begins when the sequenitial

control current I is turned on. It follows from Figs. 9 and 10(b) and

Table 4 that the stage delay Tyb between the application of the interro-

gating word and the indication of the matched word (Mi~l) is given by

the equation

Ty=TI+ T + T + log2 n] T. (28)
yb 1 3 6 [g2 4'

During the writing process, we need the serial-by-word tagging,

which can be accomplished due to the recursive property (27) of H..i

The stage delay between the shift pulses H and H is obviously
(i-2)T5. During the sensing process of ordered retrieval or the output-

summing process for pattern recognition, we require the parallel-by-word

tagging. This is accomplished by applying a com•mon control current so

that the switch is placed on position R in each sequential control net-

work. It is obvious that there is no stage delay for this type of

tagging. A memory word which is tagged or not tagged is indicated by

MWi= 1 or MWi= 0 respectively. To terminate the comparison and tag

processes, the interrogating digits and the current I1 are first removed.

Due to (24),each current 1. is automatically turned off by liI The

stage delay Tit between the trailing edges of the current waves II and

Ii is given by the equation

Tit=(i-1)(T4+ T5). (29)

3.4b. Writing Process

We first have to locate all the empty words before starting the

writing process. An empty word in our memory is a word consisting of

a string of O's, and hence all empty words can be found by an enabled

comparison with a string of n bits "0" as the interrogating word. If

there are no empty words, we can select the occupied words, which will

no longer be used, by an enabled-masked or a masked comparison.

The writing process may be illustrated by the procedure of writing

llrll' fiql II II lT II"II Iiii .......
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the first two words of r matched words. The relative time sequences of

various waves and pulses are shown in Fig. 12. The simultaneous compari-

son is first performed as indicated by E. and Y.. Through the stage
S3 3

delay Ty, the matched words with the positions kl, Il+ k2 , ... are

indicated by M1 = 1, 1B(k+ k)= 1, .. At this instant, the control
jI "B (k1)

current I is turned on. Then, the first shift pulse H is applied

at the time T after the beginning of Y.. It is seen from the Appen-
ysl 3

dix 11 that T 1 is given by the equationS~ysl

T TI+ T2+ T3+(m-2+ log n] ) T4+ T6. (30)
ysl 1 2 3whi

The control current I is turned on by the shift pulse 1(1) wich
1 (1) 1h tg dlyTi

is initiated by the first shift pulse l (I The stage delay T.
be nl)

between and the leading edge of Ik is

Tsil T 4+ Ic T + T13 (31)

The k-th word is tagged by the control current Ik, that is, I

is initiated. It follows from Fig. 9 that the stage delay T. between
iW

the leading edges of I and I k1

Tw T2,5+ T 1, (32)

where T 2,5= M1ax (T2 T 5). Then, the first word to be written in is

applied to the associative memory through the X., j=l,2,...,n, lines.

Let this word be represented by (X) X 1 . . . .( . X The stage

delay T from the beginning of the comparison process to the pulses
() yx

X. , j=1,2,...,n is given by the equation (see Appendix II)3

(1)
Tyx Tysl+ Tsil+ T. +Tw

T 1+ T2+ T3T+ (m-l+ I]og2nl ) T4+ mT5+ T6+ 2T13+ T2,5. (33)

After the first word has been written in the k -th memory word, kI1

changes from 1 to 0 in order to dematch word k The stage delay

T between the pulses X(1) j=l,2,...,n, and the trailing edge of
xb

can be found from Fig. 9. It is given by the equation
NkI

.Txb =TI- T3 + T5 + T6 + T 13+ Llog 2nlT 4 +T 3 , 4 , (34)

- 1 3,--1- 4 34

-• I I 1- -• . . .9Tiii i...... • • ... i 1,... . . . . .n= ' * , --, ,° "° , l -. .. .
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where T 3,4= Max (T , T ) Then, the tagged word is automatically dematched

when l= 0.

Similarly, the second matched word at the position k.+ k is tagged

be thite inren thIagdwrda h
bytecurn k +k x which is turned on by the shift pulse "& _1i2 1-~2"initiated by the second shift pulse HT(2) Then, the second word

(nX(2 X2n-I .... X 1 ) to be written in the tagged word at kl1+ k 2 of the

memory can be applied at an appropriate time. The procedure is the same

as that for writing the first word in the first tagged word.

After all the words are sequentially written in the selected memory

words, the comparison process is terminated by removing the interrogating

digits from the lines Y and Ej J-l,2,...,n. At the same instant, the

control current 1 vanishes, and the writing process terminates. Then,

the next shift pulse H r+l)clears all previously set flip-flops in the

controlled shift regiscer. It is shown in the Appendix II that the time.(g)
interval T or T between any two consecutive shift pulses H1  and

s(g+l) s xx((g+l) I
l or any two consecutive pulses X g) and X should be

T = T
ss xx

T TI+ 3 + (+ [log2 n] ) T4 +(m+3) T5+ T6+ 3T 1 3+ T2 5 +T 3 4 . (35)

3.4c. Reading Process

The reading process is performed on the unique-match and non-destruc-

tive basis. An enabled-masked comparison is performed to select the memory

word to be readout. Then, the unique-matched word is tagged by the method

as described in the writing process. Suppose that the unique matched word

is at the position kI. Then after the delay T + T since the leading edge
1iv 5

of Ik the outputs of this tagged word are fed to the output circuit. The

readout of this word is terminated after the interrogating word is removed

and the control current I is turned off. A second shift pulse H(2) is

used to clear the flip-flop in the sequential control network of the k1-th

word.
During each interrogating cycle of ordered retrieval, we first use the

comparison process to select the memory words, and then use the parallel-

by-word tag process for sensing the contents of all tagged bit-memories

of equal si-gnificance. The results of sensing as designated in Table 6

are -:mployed to initiate the interrogating digit drivers so that an appro-
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Table 6.

Sensing Results of Cutpoint Cellular Associative Memory

Type of Outputs at j-th bit-posision Contents of Type of
sense - J-th bit memories sense for two

Zja Zjb in tagged words tagged words

5) 0 0 1 0 GO

*1. 1 0 1G

x 0 and 1 P

Y 0 0 No words are Y
matched

I;

,.-
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priate interrogating word for subsequent comparison is generated.

Each of the matched words is readout when a unique-tag appears.

Because the sensing operation is accomplished by the parallel-by-

word tagging, we need only turn the switch in each sequential control

network to position "R".

f!', i

It
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4. PATTERN RECOGNITION BY USING AN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY

4.1. INTRODUCTION

During the past three years, an associative memory has been em-

ployed in the design of high-speed pattern recognition machines

[20,23,25,30]. Estrin and Fuller [20] have developed a group of commands

executable in their associative memory for pattern recognition based on

the extracted pattern features originally proposed by Unger [35]. Be-

cause the programming for feature extraction and pattern classification

is always sequential, the speed for such a pattern recognition scheme is

limited by the execution time of the programming. Simmons [23) has per-

formed an experiment by using an associative memory as a pattern recognizer.

In his experiment, the patterns, which are simulated by a random number

generator and are recognized by a logical test, are simple four-element

mosaic configurations. McAteer, Capobianco and Koppel [25] have considered

the case, where an input pattern is compared with the stored words repre-

senting the toleranze envelopes for the desired patterns. Each input pattern

is required to be normalized, sampled and quantized at set intervals, and

then is classified by performing a "between limits" search in the associa-

tive memory. Fuller and Bird [30] bave applied their sequential-state-

transformation method for arithmetic algorithms in evaluating thcir thres-

hold logic functions for their adaptive pattern recognition scheme.

The purpose of this paper is to present a pattern-recognition scheme

by using any general-purpose associative memory, such as one of the systems

described in chapters 2 and 3. The input patterns for recognition may

have wide variations, provided that the distinct features of individual pat-

tern classes can be extracted. These extracted features are used to determine

the prestored templates for all possible pattern classes. The proposed

pattern recognition scheme possesseE the following advantages:

!).The operational procedure of the scheme is simple because the re-

cognition of input patterns requires at most two processing cycles.

2).The implementation is also simple since any general-purpose asso-

ciative memory can readily be utilized without increasing complexity in
hardware.

3).The operating speed for recognition is high because of the simple

recognition procedure and the parallel operation of associative memory.

4).Deviated patterns of the same class can be recognized by one
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prestored template for that pattern class.

4.2. REPRESENTATION OF INTUT PATTERNS

To transform a pattern into the form of a memory or an initial

interrogating word, we project this pattern on a screen which is

divided in the form of a matrix of order pXq. Then, the pattern can

be represented by a binary pXq-tuple

1(a ,a a, . a (36)
I 12' .. a a21' "3pq

where each a.., i=,2, lp, j1,2, q., is a binary variable being

either "0" or "i" based on whether the cell at the ij entry of the matrix

(i-th row and j-th column) is covered or not covered by the pattern res-

pectively. We shall call aij a black cell of a pattern if it is covered

by the pattern, and a white cell of a pattern if it is not covered by the

pattern. In other words, when we project a pattern on the screen, aij is

a black cell of the pattern if a..=0 and a white cell of the pattern if13
a ij=l. Thus, we convert a pattern to a memory word of length PX q.

When we have a pattern to be recognized, al1 through . of thepq
pyq-tuple of the pattern are used to initiate the interrogating digit

drivers of an associate memory to generate an interrogating word for the
initial comparison process. When a. .=O, the corresponding interrogating

1j
digit is also 0. When a..=l, the corresponding interrogating digit is

13
which denotes the "don't-care" digit.

Before the pX q-tuple of an input pattern is used for recognition,

the position of the input pattern is adjusted so that at least a black

cell appears in the p-th (bottom) row and at least a black cell appears

in the first (left) column. This position is called the standard posi-

tion. We can see that this conditLon is easily satisfied for each input

pattern.

4.3. DETERr.INATION OF TEDPLATES OF PATTERN CLASSES

The template including all possible acceptable deviated patterns

in a class hi, which is stored in the associative memory as a memory

word can be determined as follows: We first find the intersection [36)

of the set of the white cells of all possibly acceptable deviated patterns

of Class h.. This intersection, denoted by Fh. , is a set of white cells

representing the features of the patterns of Class h. and is invariant

"for all possibly acceptable patterns of Class h.. In the memory-word
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for Cla- h i the information stored in the corresponding bit-memories

for these white cells is all "I", and the corresponding bit-memories 4
for the remaining cells is all "0". Thus, the template of Class h 1!

'4
which is constituted by Fh. and its complement, denoted by Bh., is

stored in a memory-word consisting of l's and O's. 1

It is noted that che set B is actually the union [36) of the sets
h.

of the black cells of all possibly deviated patterns of Class h . When

the degree 3f deviation of the patterns in-Class h. increases, the set
1

F becomes smaller and B appears larger. Therefore, the set F not
h. h. h.

only represents the features of the patterns in Class h., but also1deter-

mines the degree of allowable deviation of the patterns in Class h.. In
1

the associative memory, the bits "I" corresponding to the cel].u in F
h.

represent the identifier of the stored word corresponding to the template

of Class h..

The templates of other pattern classes can be determined by the same

method. Because each pattern class is different from all other pattern

classes, the sets F, Fh , ... , Fh are all distinct. However, in order

to allow a large degree oFdeviations of the acceptable patterns in each

pattern class and to avoid misclassification of patterns, the sets F ,

Fh , ... , Fh have to be adjusted with respect to each other. Tohlusraehh
iliustrate thi, situation, the templates of all the capital English

letters and the numerals may be proposed as shown in Fig. 13, in which

each template is represented by an 8X8 matrix. The shaded and non-shaded

regions of each template h. represent F and B respectively. Each of
1 h. h.

these templates ia stored in a memory word, in wfich the extremely right

bit-memory and the extremely left bit-memory store the information corres-

ponding to the template cells a1 and a respectively. In order to faci-
pq

litate the explanation, the determination of the templates will be dis-

cussed in further detail after the recognition scheme is presented in

the next section.

4.4. RECOGNITION SCHENIE

Suppose that the template of each class has been stored in the asso-

ciative memory as described before. The procedure for our recognition

scheme is given below: X,

1), After the input pattern is placed in the standard position, a -q

string of binary signals of the pXq-tuplc of the input pattern is applied
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to the interrogating digit drivers. These drivers are initiated by the

input signals and generate the interrogating word for the initial com-

parison. As described before, the output of the driver is "0" or

when its input signal is "0" or "'" respectively. Therefore, the initial

cycle of recognition involves an enabled-masked comparison unless all the

cells of the input pattern are black. If no matching is indicated, then

the input pattern belongs to the rejection class, i.e., the input pattern
does not belong tc -Any of tl.e pattern classes we want to classify. If a
unique matching is indicated, the input pattern belongs to the class of

the matched template. In both cases, the recognition process for this in-

put pattern is completed. However, if a multiple matching occurs, follow

the next step.

2). Whenever a multiple matching appears, an output-summing opera-

tion for all matched and also tagged memory words follows. The summed

output signals of equal significant bit-columns of the associative memory

are used to activate the interrogating digit drivers to produce another

interrogating word for second comparison. The new interrogating digit is
"So or "1" when the corresponding summed output signal is "0" or "1"

respectively. After the new interrogating word is generated, the second

enabled comparison is performed. If a unique match occurs at this time,

the matched template indicates the class of the input pattern. Otherwise,

the input pattern belongs to the rejection class. The recognition process

is then completed.

It is noted that multiple matching never occurs in the second cycle

because the comparison is an enabled comparison process whose interroga-

ting word contains no "don't-case" bits, and because the stored templates

of the pattern classes are all distinct. Hence, the recognition process

for each input pattern requires no more than two cycles.

To demonstrate this technique, let us consider the case of recogni-

zing hand-written block capital English letters and the numerals. The

templates for these 35 pattern classes are shown in Fig. 13 and the in-

formation of these 35 templates are assumed to be stored in the associa-

tive memory as described in the last section. Suppose that the pattern

shown in Fig. 14(a) is the input pattern to be recognized. Then, we ob-

tain the initial interrogating digits according to this input pattern as

shown in Fig. 14(b). Since the bit-columns of the associative memory 4

"jl~
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01 1 01 1 0 o o1 01010 0 6! 1

o 0.0 0 0 00 0 0oo-

(b) (c)
Fig. 14. (a) An input pattern to be recognized, (b) the initial

interrogating digits for the input pattern shown in (a),
and (c) the summed outputs of the tagged templates (for
Classes B, E, F, P and R) for the input pattern shown in (a).
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which are interrogated by the "don't-care" digits "0" are all masked out,

the stored templates of Classes B, E, F, P and R are all matched. All

these matched memory words are tagged. The contents of the tagged bit-

memories of the equal significant bit-position are summed together by an

output network. The sunune' outputs which are the Boolean sums obtained

by these output networks are shown in Fig. 14 (c). According to our

procedure, we need the second cycle for recognizing the input pattern.

The new interrogating digits for the comparison in the second cycle are

the same as shown in Fig. 14(c). Because the distribution of the O's

and l's of the new interrogating word is identical to that of the pre-

stored template for Class F shown in Fig. 13, the input pattern shown in

Fig.14(a)is therefore recognized as F due to the unique mat,ýh in the se-

cond comparison process.

From this example, it is easily seen that an input pattern is r2-

cognized as a pattern of Class hi due to a unique match during the second

ii comparison process if and only if the set F of the uniquely matched tom-
h.i

plate of Class h. contains the set of white cells of each muluiple matched

template, as a proper subset during the initial comparison procebs. From

the templates of Classes B,E, F, P and R shown in Fig. 13, we can see that

F FF DFB (37)

and F FDFP FR (38)

If we change the cell a5,8 of the template of Class F in Fig. 13 from white

to black as shown in Fig. 15, then the relation (38) no longer holds because

the set FF in the alternate template does not contain F in Fig. 13 as a
F P

proper subset. Should this alternate template be used for Class F, there

would be no matching at all during the second comparison.

Suppose that we have the input pattern shown in Fig. 16(a). Then,

the set of black cells of this input pattern is contained in the intersec-

tion B Bn BE nfBF BInB M If B P4 BPBRABW. The reader may verify that this input

pattern will be classified irn the rejection class according to our technique

unless an additional template shoim in Fig. 16(b) is stored in the memory.

4.5. FURTHER CONSIDTERATION IN THE DFEfER34IXTIO>1 OF TE.MPLATES OF
PATTERN CLASSES

After the template of each pattern class is taken according to the

intersection of the sets of white cells of all possibly acceptable deviated

• .. ..
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Fig.15.An alternate temrplate of Class F.

.i I
II

hAZ-lY. ,zJ----I•
(a) (b)

Fig. 16. The t etuphte (b) for recognizing the input patt er (a).
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patterns of thi c I ass, an adjustimluot is required a'mong the templates of

several pattern classes if the intersection of the sets of black cells of

these templates contains the set of bla, k cells of an acceptable pattein

in one of these classes. For instance, the intersection of B BE, B B
B) r)F P

and BR of the unadjusted templates for Classes B, E, F, P and R may contain

an acceptable pattern of Class F. In order to identify this acceptable

pattern of Class F, we have to reduce the set BF unti i BF is equal to the

intersection. That is,

B F = BB flBErl BF nBPfl BR. (39)

Of course, this reduction may reject some other acceptable patterns of

Class F, and hence we have to compromise these cons iderations in the de-

sign of the templates. For instance, if we want to classify the pattern

shown in Fig. 17(a) in Class F, the BF in the template of Class F has to

be reduced until

BF BBfl B=ln BFf Bpfn PBR, B6  (40)

because the set of black cells of the patte., shown in Fig. 17(a) is

contained in that of the template for Class 6. The reduced template for

Class F is shown in Fig. 17(b). However, this reduced template should

not be used for Class F because many patterns of Class F, such as the one

shovn in Fig.14(a) will be rejected. Thus, we have to decide whether we

want to accept the pattern in Fig. 17(a) in Class F at the expense of re-

jecting many other acceptable Class F patterns. It is noted that if Class

6 were not one of the patterii classes we want to cla.•sify, then the patterns

shown in both Fig. 14(a) and 17(a) would be accepted as Cla-;s F patterns by

using the templates shown in Fig, 13.

The relations among the sets of blac.k cells in Lhe templates of var-

ious pattern clasres can also he expressed in terms of their sets of white

cells. In order to classify all the 26 capital English letters and the 10

numerals with large allowable deviations, some relations among the sets of

white cells in the templates of these 35 pattern classes are required.

These relation- are li,;tcd in, Table 7. It is seen that. the templates

sho\-n in Fig. 13 sat.isfy all these relationz;.

4 .6. I1tP LE1EN1I'ATT0:

The req,: r,'ats f-,r an associative rmi(nry to prfoernm our recognition

scheme are Iisted e) owt:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 17. (a) A deviated Class F pattern and (b) BF fB6
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Table 7.

Relations Among the Sets of White Cells

in the Templates of Fig. 13

Wk Subsets of Wk

ii

WC WG, WO

W I
E WB

W e WEs oWP

W L WD o WE

WP WG, W0

WF WE, WV W6  W9

WT Wj

W1 W,

W 3 WB, W9

W6  WB

"W8 WB

52 A'
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1). It is non-destructive read-out.

2). It is word-organized and can perform the masked comparison

and the output-summing operation for all tagged bit-memories.

It is obvious that these two requirements do not impose any diffi-

culty on ordinary associative memory systems. Without any modification,

the cryogenic associative memory or the cutpoint cellular associative

memory is well suited for this purpose.

To see how the cutpoint cellular associative memory perform this re-

* cognition scheme, let us refer to Fig. 8. All bit-memories lj through

mJ of the same j-th significant bit position can be enabled or masked

* out by setting the value of E being 0 or I respectively. The interro-

gating digit for each column j is designated by the binary values of E

and Y as shown in Table 5. Let n = pq. Then, X1 through X are the in-
1 1 n

put variables for writing the components a11 through a of each templatepq
in a tagged memory word. The summed output Zja of the j-th column is de-

rived by the right j-th output network as shown in Fig. 8, and is express-

ed by (22).

4.7. FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF RECOGNITION SCHEME

In each pattern class determined by the pre-stored template, many

deviated patterns can be recognized. For instance, each of the input

patterns as drawn by smaller scale and shown in Fig. 18 is recognized

as F in two cycles. The deviation involves size, style, and orientation

within certain limits, provided that the set of black cells of an input

pattern is contained in B of the pre-stored template for Class F. The
F

degree of deviation, and possible mis-classification between B and 8 or

S and 5 depend on the relative white components of the pre-determined

templates stored in the memory. The following possible methods may be

used for optimizing the degree of deviations, minimizing the number of

mis-classification between similar characters of different classes:

1). The number of cells for each pattern can be increased to 256 or

even 1024 which corresponds to p = q = 16 or 32 respectively. An asso-

ciative memory possessing 1024 bits per word is possible [291. However,

when the number n of bit-memories per word is increased, the stage delay

during comparison increases because it is proportional to [log2n]by using

the cutpoint cellular associative memory. When p and q are increased,IIeach curved boundary between the sets Fh- and Bh of the template for

•"=' •i~~i.- -4-"2l ... ,0# liII1 I
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Fig. 18. Examples of deviated Class F patterns, which are ,|_I. recognizable by using the templates shown in Fig. 13.
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Class h can be made smoother and the determination and adjustment of the
i

set Fh become easier because of the increased flexibility due to a larger

set F. Furthermore, the deviations of the pattern classes can also be

I increased by increasing the number of cells in the matrix.
2). The template of a certain class may be supplemented by another

slightly different template, which possesses a larger set of white cells.

For example, the template for Class F of Fig. 13 can be supplemented by

that of Fig. 17(b) to increase the acceptable deviation of Class F.

i 4
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5. TWO-SU21tAND ADDITION BY AN ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSING SYSTDI

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The early work concerning the applications of an associative memory

was nearly confined to the area of information storage and retrieval.

Since 1963, arithmetic algorithms processed in an associative memory have

been considered by Estrin and Fuller [14], and many others [16,26,27,30].

Their algorithms are all based on software approach and most of them are

processed in serial-by-bit manner. Although, Crane and Githens [27] have

suggested the bulk processing technique being capable of performing arith-

metic operations on the parallel-by-word and parallel-by-bit basis, their
content-addressible memory derived from the distributed logic machine [18]

needs to be bit-organized and their scheme may require large storage capa-

city for bulk processing.

The purpose of this chaptei is Lo present a noniulk two-str.an3 addi-

tion method by utilizing the sensing process of a word-organized associa-

tive memory. Parallel arithmetic operations can be achieved by paying a

limited price for the additional implementation besides the associative

memory. However, the distributed logic circuit of a word-organized associa-

tive memory may be simpler than that of a bit-organized content-addressible

memory, for example, each bit-memory of the former system does not require

communicating with its two nearest neighbors.

In this chapter, we shall define a state symbol for each possible

summand digit-pair so that the state form of each particular summand-pair

can be developed. This concept will then be extended to establish sets

of algebraic equations which characterize exactly all possible allowable

addition processes (without overflow) and all possible unallowable addition

processes (with overflow) for n-bit signed numbers. These numbers are re-

presented by the 2's-complement notation. Thus a Mealy type sequential

machine can be synthesized for transforming the state representation of

each summand-pair to its corresponding sum. This state representation

which constitutes the input of the sequential machine is readily obtained

by a sensing process of an associative memory.

5.2. STATE REPRESENTATION

5.2a. State Representation of Sunnand Digit-Pair

When two n-bit signed numbers are added, each summand digit-pair

(Ai, Bj) may possess one of the following four possible values:
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* •(0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 0) and (0, 1),

*which can be represented respectively by the symbols C0 , GC, P0 and PI

"where the subscripts 0 and 1 denote the binary values of the addend

digit B.. This type of representation is called the state representation
j*

of the stu.mand digit-pair.

5.2b. State Representation of Summand-Pair

By using the state symbols GO, GI, P0 and PI, the two n-bit signed

numbers being added can be expresd uniquely by n such symbols. The

extremely left position of the state representation of two summands is
I Idetermined by the sign digit-pair (An, B ) in which the ordinary conven-

tion 0 or 1 is used for denoting the positive or negative sign respectively.

SfThe state representation of the remaining n-1 magnitude bit positions of

the given summand-pair is based en the 2's-complement number system.

5.2c. Classes of SunvwidiaU

To simplify description, the signed summands are divided into three

classes which are distinguished by the class number u, u=l, 2 and 3. We

define Class I or 2 summands as both positive or both negative binary

numbers respectively. Class 3 suminands denote the two binary numbers with

opposite signs.

5.2d. Allowable and Unallowable Addition Processes

When we consider the addition of two n-bit signed numbers, there are

4n different cases because each digit position may have four possible

state forms. For Class 1 or 2 summands, some of the 4 n- possible addition

processes should be excluded because of overflow. Overflow occurs whenever

the absolute value of the sum exceeds 2n- for n-bit summnands. The allow-

able or unallowable addition processes are defined as those additions with-

out or with overflow respectively.

5.2e. State Representations of Allowable Addition Processes

The state form for the sign digit-pair (An, Bn) of each addition

process must be one of the four symbols GO, CI P0 and P.V The state

representation of the n-1 digit-pairs (A,, B,) through (An-l, Bn-1) corres-

ponding to the magnitudes of the two summands must be one of the permutation

of n-1 objects selected from four different sets of elements, each of which

consists of n-1 alike state symbols being GO, G1, P0 and P1. In order to

show the state representation of all possible allowable addition processes,

we define the following two operations among the state symbols GO, GC, P0

- i -0
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and P," +"" is the same as addition, which is associative and commuta-

tive. "-" means concatenation which is associative but not commutative.

The notation "'" for concatenation is usually omitted in the state repre-

sentation of addition processes. For example, Go. G1 is usually written

as G0GI. Furthermore, the concatenation of i identical state forms is

usually writen as the i-th power of that state form. These two operations

satisfy the following distributive law:

G0(G +P) =G G +G P
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 (41)

Suppose that the number 10.....0 with n-I consecutive zeros is also
interpreted as the negative number-2 The state representation S (n)
of all allowable addition processes for Class 1 n-bit summands may be

written as

S1 (n) = G%(P0 +PI)n-2 (P 0+PI+G0 )+

n-3 n-i-2 (42)Ir G 0(P 0+PI1 Go0(P 0+P1 -G 0 +GI n1 °

i=O

where the zero-th power of an expression is always 1 and the negative power

of an expression is always 0. The symbols "I" and "0" act as identity and

nullity elements, i.e., G 01= .Go=G0, GO.0=0-G =0, and G 0+O=G. Thus,0 0 0' R-2 2n-3 0

it is easily seen that (42) is a collection of 2 -2+ 2 concatenations

each having exacLly n state symbols.

When n=2, (42) reduces to the following form:

S1(2) = Go(Po+P1 +G0 ). (43)

This equation denotes that the three allowable addition processes for

2-bit positive summands are characterized by the three state representa-
2

tions G0P0 , GOP 1 and Go

For the 2's-complement number system, the state representations

S1 (n) through S3 (n) of all possible allowable addition processes are listed

in Table 8. Since the 2's-complement notation possesses the same represen-

tation for positive and negative zeros and also the end-around carries can

be simply ignored, we shall consider only this number systen in this chapter.

5.2f. State RepresentatIon of Unallowable Addition Processes

For Classes 1 and 2 summands, an addition process characterized by

one of the following state representations

-SI,
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Table 8.

State Representations of Allowable Addition Processes

Classes of State representations
summands S (n)

u
U

n-3
S1(n)= G 0(P0+P)n-2(P0+PI14.0) + E G0(P0+P) G 0(P 0+PI+Go'FGI)n-i-2

i--O

nn-2 (p+on-l )n-l+

S(n)= G4,Gl(PO+PP (Po ) +Pl(Pl-G)
2 1 G+ 00  11 0

n-3
AE GI(P0+PI) G(P+P+G0G)
=O1 01 10 1

,1 3
$(n)= Go04 P(Po+,G0)n-1 t~(PIGo)n'I+P (Po+PIG4,Go+)n-l+

PO (Pe0+IG0.G )n-1
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1). G0 (Po+P 1 )iGI..., i 0

2). Gi(P0 +PI)n-

3). G1 (P 0 +P1 )iG0 ...0 , i 0

is unallowable because of overflow. The state represen~tations U (n) and

U2 (n) of all possible unallowable addition processes are shown in Table 9.

5.2g. State Representations of Merged Addition Processes

If the state symbol of the summand digit-pair (AJ B ) is GO or Gil

then a zero or non-zero carry is generated respectively; and a zero sum

digit is produced in both cases. Thus the state symbols G0 and G1 must

be differentiated because of the different generated carries. If the

state symbol of (aj,B ) is P or PI, then a zero carry and a sum digit

"T" are generated in both cases. Therefore, the state symbols P and P1

shall not be differentiated and can be merged by the symbol P. The state

representations S(n) and U(n) of the merged allowable and unallowable addi-

tion processes for all classes of summands are shown in Table 10.

5.3. ORGANIZATION OF ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSOR FOR ARITHMETIC OPERATION

The proposed system for our addlPion technique is shown in Fig. 19.

It consists of an associative memory, a pair of shift registers and a

six-state sequential machine which are introduced in the following sections

separately.

5.3a. Associative Memory

Any associative memory possessing a double-sense line with outputs

Z ja and Zjb at each bit position j can be employed in the system for arith-

metic processing. In Fig. 19, the outputs Zja and Zjb of the memory are

used for obtaining the sensing results as designated in Table 6. When the

number of tagged words during a sensing process is exactly two, the "sense 0",
"sense 1" or "sense X"have identical bit-content with the state symbols

Go, G, or P respectively. Thus, we can utilize a sensing process in obtain-

ing the state representations of the n digit-pairs if the number of tagged

words is exactly two. In this case, the state representation of each

summand digit-pair generated by a sensing process is actually denoted by

a coded form as designated in Table 6.

5.3b. Shift Registers

Although the sensing results of the n bit-positions are generated
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Table 9.

State Representations of Unallowable Addition Processes

Classes of State representations
sumnands U (n)

• ... U . U 3

: n-3

n-2n2n - n-i2

Alloabl S(P+)= G +i__ 2 G (P0+PI)iG 0 +GIPnGi+

0as0 1 1 0 0 0 1"G7'

n-3

)n-21 (p T 4G O) PP G) (2 + 4 1  n-i-2

caUs(n)= G (P +P )n2P+ 2G)(P0 ) +P G 0(Po+P)+G2 i 0 1 u= 1 u 0 1=0"

3 Does not exist.

Table 10.

State Representations of Merged Addition Processes

Allowable S(n)= F, S i(n)= 2n-Go0Pn-2(2'P+Go0)+tG 0+2n-GI1Pn'G I+

cases i=l

Sp (P+G 0) n.- 1+2 nGO0 (P+G 0 )n-I +2P (2p+G•+G I n-I +

_ _ _ 2 [(GOP G4G 1 P GIP ) (2P+Go+G )
i=6

2 Un=2 n-2 2on-2 2 +n-2 2GiPn- 2 (2P4G )+
Unallowable U(n)= E G 0(nG)=1
cases I

n-, 2(Go0P GI411P Go0 (2P4G0+G1)n'-'2
i=0

$6
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Fig. 19. An associative processor for arithmetic processing.
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simultaneously, a pair of right shift registers is required for storing

the sensing results, which then become the inputs to the sequential

machine. As shown in Fig. 19, the shift registers a and b are employed

to store the memory outputs Zja and Zjb for j=l,2,...,n respectively,

and the outputs Zka and Zkb of the shift registers a and b feed the se-

quential machine as its inputs. The shift registers and the sequential

machine should be operated synchronously.

5.3c. Sequential Machine

The sequential machine which is a Mealy type machine is used for

transforming the coded state representation of each summand-pair to the

final sum of that summand-pair. This machine possesses the input alphabet

a=[GoGI,P,#), the output alphabet ao=[0,l,e,OfJ, and the state set
as=ol, .... s s5), where "#" is a marker symbol (37] indicating the be-

ginning and end of an input string, ie" indicates a null output, and "0 f

denotes an overflow addition process. Since the direction of carry propa-

gation is from the right to the left, both right and left end markers "#"

denote the starting and terminating positions during transformation. In

order to accommodate with the end markers and the n coded state symbols,

there should be n+2 flip-flops in each shift register.

5.4. SYNTHESIS OF SEQUENTIAL N1CHINE

5.4a. Machine A Synthesized From State Representations

Since different summand-pairs may have identical final sum when these

summand-pairs have the same state representation, the redundancies contain-

ed in S(n) and U(n) as shown in Table 10 can be deleted by using the

following relationships:

Gn P i n-i-2

0 C E G0 PG (P+Go+GI)

P- 0 CP (P+G 0n- 1I I )n2

(P+G0 )n [GPn2(p+G) (+4G)n-i-2

i=O

Then, the distinct state representations S *(n) and U *(n) of merged addition
processes for both allowable and unallowable cases are shown in Table 11.

A set of rules for transforming the input coded state symbols to the

output sum digits can be depicted by the diagram shown in Fig. 20 in whichI.i

k _ _ _ _ _ __nan nu a ! l
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Table 11.

Distinct State Representations of Merged Addition Processes

Allowable S*(n)= GOPn-2(P0)+GPn 2 G + P(PG0+)I)Gn-I+

case

E) (GPGGPG)(P+G0 G1 ) n- 2

i=0

Unallowable U*(n)= G0Pn- 2 GIGIPn' 2 (P+G 0 ) +
case

n-3 i PG+GL--

E ((GP'i 1O i )(PG-0 -)n"I"
i=O 01 0 0
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the weight represents the input-output string-pair. When il=n, the

possible input-out,,ut string-pair may be
nfnG 0
0

pn In

or GI/ 1n-10

which is the weight of the directed branch (n anb), (na nc) or (na,nd)

respectively. Similarly, when il+ i 2= n, the possible input-output

string-pair consisting of two distinct types of state symbols, may be
i2 i i

G i2 1 l21 1 +
P GO1 /lii 0i,

1 0i i i- i+l
GI G02 1 / 1

G 2  /

G12 G 11 Oi21 lii 0
0 1

Gl PI /1 0 12i

i i i-l ior P I G 0 1 001G Il0

21
or P G1  / 0i 12iIi 0l

which is the weight of the directed branch (nan (naenf (na g

(n,nh), (nan.) or (n ,n.) respectively. Since the input-output string-
an. a ii ia 3 i3"I

pairs GO / 0 and G13 / 1 0 which appear as the weights of the dotted

directed branches (n enn) and (na,np) are identical with those string-

pairs which are the weights of the directed branches (n ,n) and N ,nh)

respectively when i 3 = i 2 , the node n is equivalent to n and those dotted

directed branches can be omitted in the diagram. By the same token, the

nodes of nf nh, and n are equivalent to nd and the nodes ng , ni and nk

to nb. Hence, the diagram may terminate at the nodes henf, nig), h nhi

nk and n . The direction of each branch shows the direction of carry pro-
m

pagation.

The state graph of sequential machine A can be easily realized based

on the transformation rules and the state representations S (n) and U (n)

by setting the value of n up to 5. Mhen n -• 6 we have found that the state

graph of the sequential machine is identical with the one for n=5.

*A directed branch of the state graph is denoted by the ordered-pair

(ni ,n.) where n. and n.3 represent the starting node and the termination

node respectively.
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The minimal state graph of machine A is shown in Fig. 21, where so is

the beginning and end state. When machine A transits to the state s3

or s4, a zero carry is produced. When machine A transits to the state

82 or s3, a nonzero carry is generated.

5.4b. Disloined Sequential Machine

Since the state-transition of machine A is sequential, the opera-

ting speed is limited by the serial-by-bit operation. This can be im-

proved by grouping the n summand digit-pairs into two or more sections

with approximately the same number of digits. If two sections are used,

SI the section on the left-hand side consists of two machines A and B whose

inputs are parallelly connected and the section on the right-hand side

has only one machine A'. The state graph of machine B shown in Fig. 22

is obtained in the same way as for machine A by adding a nonzero carry

to the first bit-position of the section on the left-hand side. The

state graph of machine A' as shown in Fig. 23 is found by modifying that

of machine A as follows: When machine A' reaches the state s' or s'

during the last digit transformation for the section on the right-hand

side, the next input-output pair becomes #/(e,eA) where 8A is a control

signal [37), which activates a logic circuit to select machine A in the

section on the left-hand side. On the other hand, when machine A'

reaches the state s' or s4, the next input-output pair b I

where 8B is the control signal to select machine B. Thus, the addition

speed is almost doubled when the n summand digit-pairs are grouped into

two sections. It is noted that the speed can be increased further if

more sections are used. However, no matter how many sections the n sum-

mand digit-pairs are grouped, every section, except the extremely right

one and the extremely left one, consists of machines A' and B', where

machine B' is obtained by adding the output control signals 8 and 8 to
A B

the appropriate state transitions of machine B. The extreme right sec-

tion has machine A' only, and the extreme left section consists of

machines A and B. Although this method of state transitions of increas-

ing the addition speed is similar to that of the conditional sum adder

proposed by Sklansky [38), yet the rate of increase of hardware in our

system is much smaller.
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6. DISCUSSION

For all cryogenic associative memory systems, the speed appears to

be the main problem because the operations of cryotron circuits are re-

latively slower than that of magnetic cores, cutpoint cells and some other

devices. In our cryogenic associative memory system, we have attempted to

increase the operating speed in various aspects. For example, each matched

word 4 4 n-1-ted by only a pair of cryotruns Qi and Qi, and consequently

there is only one stage of delay caused by the switching time TQ of Qi and

Qi between the end of comparison process and the subsequent process such

as reading, writing, etc. The match-indication voltage VMI is used as the

signal for automatic termination of sequential writing process or non-ordered

information retrieval. Excessive empty words can be dematched by the current

pulse ID as soon as all data words are stored in the memory. Thus unnecessary

delays in these operations are eliminated.

In the cutpoint cellular associative memory system, the delay of the

tree-type circuit can be reduced if we use OR-gates with more inputs instead

of using cutpoint cells. It is noted that the stage delay Tk of a cutpoint

cell with index k is assumed to be different for various values of k. Be-

cause these cells are identical in structures with only different cutpoint,

their stage delays may be compensated so that they are all the same. Then,

the hardware design based on stage delay analysis is much simplified.

In pattern recognition, the capability of our scheme largely depends on

the determination of the templates for pattern classes, further research is

required to establish a method in finding a set of templates, which allows

large deviations of each pattern class and reduces the number of mis-classi-

fication. Another direction of research in this area is to extend this re-

cognition scheme from classifying noisy patterns based on the concept that

aj= 0(black) if the lightest figure element in a of the input pattern is
ii

darker than the darkest part of the background and a = l(white) if other-
ij

wise. In this case, the darkest part of the background in the input pattern

constitutes a threshold value and consequently a test is required when the

input pattern is transformed to an initiald interrogating word for the first

comparison process.
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APPENDIX I

Some of the technical terms used in chapter 2 are defined as follows:

An empty memory word or simply empty word is a word with all of its bit-

memories containing zero persistent current. An occupied memory word or

simply occupied word means a word with at least one of its bit-memories

containing the information bit "0" or "I" represented respectively by the

nonzero clockwise or counterclockwise persistent current circulating in

the memory loop.

An interrogating word is a sequence of n bits consisting of the ele-

ments in the set ( 0,l,e,03, where n is the total number of bits per word,

and e and 0 represent the "empty" and "don't-care" respectively. It is

used for simultaneous comparison with all the memory words, which are call-

ed the interrocgated words. The interrogating bits are defined in Table 1.

A matched word is an interrogated word which is matched with the in-

terrogating word. A mismatched word is the interrogated word which is not

matched with the interrogating word. The first matched word means a matched

word which occupies the word-position numbered with the smallest number

among all the matched words.

Ordered retrieval of information is a retrieving scheme which reads

out the desired words sequentially in an ascending (or descending) order

of the magnitudes of their binary equivalent values; whereas non-ordered

retrieval of information is a retrieving scheme which reads out the de-

sired words sequentially according to the order of their word locations

in the memory system rather than the magnitudes of their binary equivalent

values.

The identifier of a word is the portion of the word-content which is

used for the comparison process during the retrieval of that word from a

memory system, and the remaining portion of the word is called the don't-

care part, which is to be masked out during the comparison process. The

descriptor of a set A of words is a bit-position, which has the same con-

tent for all the words in A.
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APPENDIX II

Derivation of the Stage Delay Ty

Referring to Fig. 12, the stage delay Tysl between the leading edge

of Y and the pulse H(1)is found to be

TyslC Tyb + TlkI Tsil,

where Tyb and T si are given by (28) and (31) respectively. The stage

delay Tlk between the leading edges of the control current I and I

is the sum of the following three terms: The fir t term is (kl-2)(T41 +T 5)

which is the stage delay between the leading edges of I1 and Ik V The

second term is (T 2 +T l)) which is the stage delay between the leading

edge of Ik -1 and the shift pulse 11(ll) 1 and the third term is
k 1 (1)k i-1
13' (1) sand the leading edge of Ik(T4+2Ts+TI3 between the pulse Hk-il

Therefore, TlkI is given by the equation

1(k)
Tlk T T2 1 l)T 4 + klT5+TI+T (11.2)

Substituting (28), (31) and (11.2) into (11.1), we obtain

Tyl T+T2+T3+(OfI- 2+ rlogni ) T+T6+TI) . (11.3)
ysl= 12 3 1 1L2J 46 s

In order to include the possibility that the first matched word is the

last memory word m, we have to set

T(1) (i-k) T4 . (11.4)

The stage delay Tysl which is given by (30) yields when (11.4) is

substituted in (11.3).

Derivation of the Stage Delay Tvx

Similar to the above method, the stage delay T between the leading

edges of Y and X•I) is found to be

Tyx= Tysl+ T sil+T iw+T(). (11.5)

Substituting (30), (31) and (32) into (11.5), we have

Ty= T1 +T2 +T3 +(m-I+ [log2 n] ) T4 + k1T +T6 +2T7 3 +T2 54T(1 ). II.6)

We have to set I

T(1)= (m-k1) T (I1.7)

w 1 5I
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in order to include the possibility of the firbt matched word being at

the position m. The stage delay Tyx which is given by (33) yields when

(11.7) is substituted into (11.6).

Derivation of the Time Interval T or T
'~ss xx

It follows from Fig. 12 that the time interval T between the
ss

shift pulses (1) and 11 (2) is given by the equation

ST(- T +T. + T(1+ Txb+ Tb -T , (11.8)
Sss sil+ 1w w x ,kl1,2 s2

1  where Tsil, Tw and T are given by (31), (32) and (34) respectively.
sl iw w x bk s2'(18

The stage delay T between the trailing edge of Mk and the leading
' "1,2 1

edge of I k is the sum of the following three terms: The first term
is T• which is the possible delay betwee the trailing edge of
and the shift pulse Hl initiated by111 , the second term is k2T5 5

which is the delay between the pulses (2)l and (2) 1' and the third"1 k +k -' (2)
term is (T4+2T5+T1 3) which is the delay setween the s~ift pulse kl+k2.1

and the leading edge of IkI+k 2 Thus, Tb,kl12 is given by the equation

T 'T+k+2)+T +(2).Tb,kl' 4 +(k2+ 2) T5+ TI3+ T13 (sI.9)
1,2

It follows from (31) that the stage delay Tsi2 between the shift pulse

II(2) and the leading edge of I is found to be
1 .k 1+k2

T s 2= T1 41 (k 1+ k 2) T5 + T1 3 " .

Substituting (31), (32), (34), (11.9) and (11.10) into (11.8) we have

T( 1)= T+ T3+ (1 + [lognl) T+ 3T5+ T+ 3T1+
ss 1 3 L12J 4 5 6 13+

T,4+T T2,5+ T(2)+T(1). (II .(1)

Tg=s 3I+ T3+( + Tlgn + T 4 T+T6 T3

T3,4 2,5 s w

obtained by modifying (11.11). It is given by the equation

T(S + T+ (I +log n] T T+3T +T +3T +
ss 1 3 1 2 4 5 6 13

34+T 2,5 + T (g+l T (11.12)

To allow the possibility that the last tagged word k 4k2 .. +k occurs

at the last memory word m, we set

k4k2+ ....+k m. (11.13)
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Moreover, the stage delay T(g) between the shift pulse 11(g) and the

writing pulse X is given by the equation
g+j.lJT+2 + T~(g)* (11.14)

T(g)=s T4+( g k) T5+ 2T13+ T ,+ T "g)

which is obtained from Fig. 12, (31) and (32). Because we intend to keep
(g)

the time intervals T *g to be the same for g=1,2,.. .,r, we havesx •

T(g)- g

T (m - E k ) T5 ' (11.15)

which is obtained from (11.7), (11.13) and (11.14). If we set

T(g+l)_ g
T (jEl kj) T5, g9 - 1 (II.16)

and substitute (11.15) and (11.16) into (11.12), we obtain

T T+T+ (1 + [log 2 ) T4+ (m + 3) T5+ T6+

3T 1 3+ T3,4+ T2,5' (11.17)

in which we have dropped the superscript (g) because (11.17) is independent

%f the position of the tagged word. It is noted that (11.17) is exactly

the same as (35), which we want to derive.

'Ii"
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ABSTRACT (continued)

shift registers and Mealy type sequential machines. This system may have

the advantage of reducing addition time by paying a limited price in the

additional hardware relative to the existing software approaches for

arithmetic algorithms.
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